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Charities now able to apply to the co-funded payroll scheme.
The Association of Jersey Charities (AJC) has welcomed updated guidance from the
Government of Jersey that confirms charities that are registered with the Charity
Commission, and that have registrations pending, are now able to apply for up to 80% of
their employees' salaries through its Co-funded Payroll Scheme.
This second phase of the fund will be launched 1st May.
Previously, the AJC had raised issues with Government, particularly that some charities still
have registrations pending, so would not appear, at first sight, to be able to apply for the
scheme. The solution offered is for all charities to apply in the way instructed and those
charities whose registration has not yet been completed can deal directly with 'ConnectMe'
on the gov.je website.
Employers are expected to pay 20% of wages. However, if they are unable to as they have
no cash reserves to pay this, then they can still claim under the scheme subject to a
declaration. The application process is being developed right now, ready to launch this
Friday, 1st May.
Some smaller charities may have difficulty with the application in relation to financial
reporting required, and they are being advised to contact 'ConnectMe' at gov.je to ask for
help from one of the 425 accounting specialists registered with volunteer.je.
Liz Le Poidevin, chairman of the AJC, said:
“Many charities are now having to dip into their reserves to pay staff so it is very important
that they, as employers, also have access to this funding. They have all had to cancel vital
fundraising events that would normally see them through. Their staff are vitally important
to their normal activities, and at the moment, many of them are going above and beyond to
help their clients remotely. It is therefore welcomed that all charities can apply, including
those charities still waiting for their applications to be processed by the Charity
Commissioner.”
Charities can apply to the co-funded payroll scheme via the gov.je website.

--------- ENDS --------

•

The AJC is the representative body of charitable organisations operating in Jersey. Please visit
www.jerseycharities.org, FB @ajcjersey or Twitter.

•

Its 294 members represent a wide and diverse section of island life and range from large organisations
providing essential services to smaller organisations representing the needs and concerns of particular
groups within Jersey

•

The Association’s objectives are to encourage and facilitate charitable and community work in Jersey; to
encourage co-operation and co-ordination of activities between members and prospective members; to
administer the distribution of funds to members, principally made available as a result of the Jersey share
of the Channel Islands’ Lottery profits; to develop and administer a programme of education and
information to benefit members and to assist and represent its members, both individually and as a
whole.

